The General Scott

**Current Name:** The General Scott

**Original Name:** The General Scott

**Address:** 1 Scott Circle NW  
Washington, DC 20036  
(Dupont Circle Neighborhood)

**Architect(s):** Robert O. Scholz

**Year of Construction:** 1940

**Current Status:** Residential

**Original Use:** Residential

Along with The Bay State, these neighboring apartment buildings are well composed, with vertical elements of stacked windows and spandrels, rounded corners, angled bricks. They have black stone at their entrances, metal canopies, and nice lobbies that are not much changed. Both reflect the demand for housing as government grew during the New Deal, and they remain solid contributors to this well located neighborhood. One notable difference between the two buildings is the unfortunate loss of the original casement windows at The General Scott which happened when the building was converted to condominiums. Now, however, the condominium owners are appreciative and protective of their building’s history and Art Deco character and are retaining original features such as a lobby mural depicting the history of General Winfield Scott.
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